


    We start with something which is 

more than just a sofa but a complete 

seating system. SABAL designed by 

Matteo Nunziati not to be a single 

product but an integrative piece 

which weaves itself into the visual 

characteristics of its environment. 

It’s practical because of its dynamic 

simplicity and alternating with small 

coffee tables. 

The L3 Sun Lounger by Sergio 

Brioschi is the ultimate sun tan 

machine with a small space to stow 

juices and other beverages while 

basking in the sensual pleasure of 

welcoming solar heat. Made out of 

painted aluminum, the collection 

is in essence a carefully calibrated 

geometrical structure giving a good 

sense of visual flow, comfortably 
allowing the user to fully breathe in 

the serenity of the outside world. 

The Nest by Stefano Gallizioli is a 

sofa which giving the same essence as 

any interior space yet purely made for the outside. It’s kind of like fishing in 
your own living room, but you’re not! 

The Jubeae seats designed by 

the CDC Center at CORO are also 

impressively practical when it comes 

to enjoying the outdoors upholstered with Teflon‐covered acrylic cord, 
the set retains its beauty through 

its impressive color scheme yet 

inspirationally minimalist in that it 

create visual relationship between 

the outdoor and indoor areas of any 

household. 

CORO was established at the end of 2002 to redefine the way designers 
make furniture, making living a pure 

freedom for everyone. Live well and 

live free. Minimalistic forms make up 

the new way of living. 

FURNITURE OUTDOOR
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Summer is never over for some people! 
CORO is a company which is really hung 

on this belief to keep the party going! 
Releasing several new product lines 

of outdoor furniture, CORO challenges 
the traditional designs time and again, 
only to find that the great outdoors is 

something you can really enjoy, even in 
lush luxury.  
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For some people, they just can’t get enough of summer. 

It is for this reason, CORO released a number of outdoor furniture items designed by some of the finest names in 
the market. 
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SABAL Divano dettaglio detail Sofa design Matteo Nunziati 

SABAL life style design Matteo Nunziati

L3 conteiner‐box  sun lounger design Sergio Brioschi 

L3 sun lounger design Sergio Brioschi

Divano NEST nuovo

Jubeae sedia con braccioli 

cordino acrilico chair 

with armrest acrilic cord

Collezione Jubeae poltrone e tavolini‐armchairs 
and low tables. design centro design CORO


